
 
 

T20 CCC v The Deverills – Friday 6th July, 2018 
 
Chilmark’s winning season continued on Friday evening with another T20 victory, this time over the 
Deverills. 
 
The Cleeves Farm pitch and outfield was in sublime condition as the two teams gathered under a 
baking sun and cloudless sky. The Deverills won the toss and put Chilmark in. 
 
Skipper Brand King opened the batting, knocking a single off the first ball to give Brett Allen the 
strike. This is the new club motto - Let the youth do the work. Allen nearly undermined all that 
though as he edged behind first ball and was dropped by the ‘keeper. Undeterred he hit the next 
ball out of the ground for six. A four followed a few balls later and everything looked to be going to 
plan. But then Allen missed one and was bowled. No matter, Windmill Will Thompson came in at 
three. Windmill is an eccentric in everything he does, and his batting is no different. He got down on 
one knee to his first ball and tried to swipe it out of the ground. He missed but it was impressive 
looking. On his third attempt at this shot he got bat to ball, only to see the latter loop to mid-wicket. 
 
At 26-2 a steadying partnership was required. Max Allen joined King and the pair did exactly that, 
putting on 65 swift runs as Chilmark edged towards 100 in quick time. King brought up his half 
century with consecutive sixes down the ground and looked to be finally getting into some form. 
However the youngest of the Allen clan had other ideas and called his skipper through for a single 
that wasn’t really there. The ball was returned to the bowler’s end and King was on his way for 53. 
Let the record show that this officially cancels out an incident last season when King ran Allen out in 
similar circumstances. Now that they’re even Allen can return to his traditional role of picking up the 
boundary line flags after each game. 
 
Jake Taylor lasted two balls, the second of which he politely popped back to the bowler. 
 
With eight overs remaining Chilmark needed a little boost to the run rate. Darren Lee has suffered a 
crisis of confidence recently, unsure if he’s a record breaking bowler or a premier pinch-hitting 
batsman (and thus not really being much of either). But the old Lee was back for a brief cameo on 
Friday, bashing two sixes (one in a style more commonly seen at SW19) in a quick fire 18. 
 
After he was caught out Archie Small (21) joined in the fun. He rattled the fence at both ends and 
pulled out a couple of gorgeous cut shots, before being controversially adjudged LBW by Frog Lane’s 
second finest umpire, Ben Fowles. By this stage Max Allen had moved to 43, but that’s where his 
total would remain as Jason Stearman faced the last four deliveries of the innings. ‘Experimenting’ 



with wearing glasses for the first time at bat, Stearman went 4, 4, 4, 6 to finish the innings as the 
home team posted an intimidating 197-6 from their twenty overs. 
 
In the previous game CCC chairman Carl Jacobs opened the bowling because he needed to get off 
the field early to start the barbecue. Both his bowling and the barbecue were successes so, with the 
beef patties defrosting in the kitchen sink, there seemed no reason to change things this time 
around. King tossed the ball The Chair’s way and let the magic happen. In the Autumn of his career 
has been reborn as a T20 opening bowler. He took a wicket second ball when an inside edge rattled 
into middle stump, going on to complete four tidy overs with the match winning figures of 1-15. 
Then he went off and sparked the barbecue into action. 
 
Meanwhile Jake Taylor kept the visitors in the game by conceding 37 runs from his three over spell. 
Paul Butler tried his luck from the same end and after taking a little early stick managed to sneak one 
past the bat and take the second Deverill’s wicket. 
 
72-2 after nine overs saw the visitors within hitting distance of the required rate. Recently the best 
antidote to a threatening opposition has been an Allen. Thus Max was called upon, however he 
nearly gave all his runs back, conceding 38 from three overs. In desperation, then, King turned to 
Fowles. Fowles’s bowling technique resembles a man stuck in a clock; he walks to the bowling 
crease, leans back, unfurls all four limbs like an amputated starfish, then gradually rotates forward. 
Imagine Da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, in whites, after a summer of cake. It’s surprisingly effective 
though. On his fourth ball he struck, a rank long hop being miscued to Taylor at cover. He wasn’t 
finished there, either. Frog Lane’s sixth best cricketer then had a batsman so plumb LBW that he 
didn’t so much appeal to the umpire as explain that it was out. The umpire agreed and so did the 
batsman, who was already walking back to the pavilion. 
 
There was some lusty hitting interspersed with these wickets. On the side lines Claire Allen was 
forced to refill her wine glass twice due to having to take sudden evasive action; however on the 
field her eldest son Brett soon brought things under control. Three overs for the miserly sum of 14 
runs towards the end meant the Deverills required 60 from the last two overs. Fowles gave them six 
of those, before taking the prized wicket of the visiting captain for 96, Brett Allen getting off the 
bench at deep cover to run around and take the catch. 
 
With the game seemingly in the bag Archie Small put his hand up to deliver the final over. The last 
time Small bowled after such a lengthy sabbatical the results were theatrical. This over started in a 
similar vein. It was almost as if by the time he realised what he had committed himself to doing, he 
was at the critical phase of doing it. He reached the bowling crease a confused man and delivered 
the ball in the same manner, sending it skyward, perhaps in the hope it would know what to do. 
Credit where it’s due though - the ball was fairly straight. When it eventually returned from the 
stratosphere it was more or less on leg stump. The batsman then despatched it towards Claire 
Allen’s Sauvignon Blanc at square leg. 
 



Thereafter Small got his radar working and the game played out to its inevitable conclusion. After 
which a thoroughly enjoyable barbecue was enjoyed with the very decent Deverills players.  
 
Next up Tuaregs. 
 
Chilmark CC 197-6 (B King 53; M Allen 43 not out) defeated Deverills CC 161-5 (B Fowles 3-20; C 
Jacobs 1-15) 


